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Abstract

Assisted Human Reproduction has altered the way people can achieve parenthood; individuals, families and nations have had to adjust. In Canada the lack of legislation for this rapidly growing area of privatized medicine has meant there are complex issues that must be grappled with by both donors and prospective parents. Many Canadian fertility clinics require people who consider participating in third-party reproduction see a counsellor before they proceed. The focus of this research is to understand how Canadian counsellors view the role they play in their work with third-party pre-treatment clients.

This question was explored through a qualitative study. The data gained through interviews and email surveys were analyzed using thematic analysis. The study found that counsellors see themselves in a role that requires specialized skills they use to create a forum for discussion in which they educate, broaden clients’ context and reluctantly have influence on whether or not clients proceed with treatment. They face pressures from a poorly regulated system. The counsellors balance the needs of their clients for information and support with those of the physicians to whom they report. Often concerned with the income patients bring to their practice, physicians prefer interactions with patients to be simple and unencumbered with emotion.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

In chapter one I will describe my interest in this field, the question that is the focus for my research, and identify what I perceive to be the gap in knowledge that has motivated the project. These three sections will be followed by a description of my study’s approach, the significance of this thesis to social work, the organization and intent of the thesis, and, finally, a short list of definitions useful to the reader.

I stumbled into the world of assisted reproduction when my life took an unexpected turn. A foster parent for the first half of my twenties, then a social worker in a facility for youth, I was surrounded by children for much of my young adulthood. Through those experiences, I gradually felt prepared for parenthood and decided that I would like to have a baby by age thirty. When the baby I desired had not arrived, my concern began to rise and my life changed. There were supplements, surgeries, doctors and, after five years, a fertility clinic. I recall as I sat in the waiting room of the clinic, I was not the only one emotional and overwhelmed by the process in which my partner and I were about to engage. Making matters even more challenging, I was surprised to learn there was neither a counsellor employed by the clinic nor one they recommended. I sought out my own counsellor, was artificially inseminated and gave birth to a baby boy. Home with my much desired baby I could not stop thinking about my experience in the clinic waiting room and what seemed to be an unaddressed area of mental health. Driven to explore the problem I applied to graduate school in order to have more time and resources to formally investigate the nature of the mental health services that are often required by those seeking infertility treatment and the corresponding resources (or lack thereof) that were available. In this process I quickly learned that there is indeed a field of counselling called infertility or reproductive counselling that attempts to support this population. I was immediately
curious about this specialized field of counselling, especially those services involving sessions with women considering using procedures that require donated eggs, sperm or the use of a surrogate.

The stance taken in this thesis is autoethnographic. My decision to pursue this line of inquiry came from the personal experience I describe above. This, and my work as a social worker, shaped and directed the research. Autoethnography is an approach to “…research, writing, and method that connects the autobiographical and personal to the cultural, political and social context” (Ellis, 2004, p. xix). Although autoethnography is not front and center in the thesis, the thesis is an attempt to connect my personal experiences using infertility services to the larger Canadian socio-political context as it relates to assisted human reproduction. Using autoethnography allowed my challenging search to find support for myself to be better understood as having been inextricably connected to a larger culture of politics, policy, counseling, and medicine that was not immediately clear to me. According to Ellis, Adams and Bochner (2011), autoethnography is an approach that “acknowledges and accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the researcher’s influence on research, rather than hiding from these matters or pretending they don’t exist” (par. 40). Because of my belief in humanism, I see people as basically good, capable of creating and finding solutions for their problems. I view counsellors in particular as people who help others find or create meaning from experience; therefore, I embarked on this study to explore what counselors are doing to assist women who pursue infertility treatment.

My experience of AHR was limited to my story, thus as a relative outsider, the whole field of AHR, not only the counseling aspect, seemed unclear to me. It was, in truth,
overwhelming, and I was skeptical of how counsellors could approach the topic with patients/clients in a single therapy session. Reproductive technology has both challenged and changed the ways people think about reproduction, particularly in the area of third party reproduction where more people than ever before can be involved in varying degrees in the making of a baby. I had many questions, I wondered how in one or two sessions all the issues relating to the process of surrogacy, which seems to me to be an emotionally and socially complex arrangement, might be addressed. Further, I had questions about the implications of sperm and/or egg donations.

From a structural perspective, I could also see some potential challenges. As a professional social worker I understand all too well how legislation and policy inform my work, and the particularly close connections they have to what is known as mandated services. While social welfare policies and laws create jobs for social workers on the one hand, such policies and laws are often experienced as restrictive because they can dictate the types of interventions used, and the amount of funding available for programs and services. My professional experiences thus also lead me to want to understand the political context in which infertility counsellors worked. To that end, the interviews were designed to explore how the counsellors saw their role within the personal and political contexts within which they worked.

Statement of the Problem

In recent decades, advances in both medical research and technological innovation have greatly increased the range and degree of activity in the field of Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR). Most highly profiled are procedures and technologies aiding and/or enabling the physical aspects including in vitro fertilization, fertility drugs, use of donor eggs and sperm. However, while
those endeavors are the territory of medical health research and practitioners, AHR also calls for involvement of mental health professionals to assist those exploring the possibilities now offered by AHR. The investigation of current work underway by this latter group – specifically, Canadian therapists offering psychosocial support to individuals and couples (both donors and recipients) pre-AHR, and particularly with regard to third-party reproduction (see expanded definition later in this section) – informs the question for this thesis. Though the ethical, social, and political issues have been raised consistently in both academia and the media since the 1980’s my initial efforts searching the literature proved difficult; there was relatively little literature available that explored the Canadian context in regard to Assisted Human Reproduction. It was difficult to determine how Canada ended up in the current situation with regard to AHR. In particular, the practice of third-party pre-treatment counselling lacked supporting literature. However, the need for knowledge in the area of mental health is, and should be, regarded as an undeniably important component. Such absence forms the “gap in knowledge” to be investigated in the third part of this thesis.

The Question

There is a gap in the Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR) literature regarding how counsellors work with individuals choosing to participate in third-party reproduction, both those donating reproductive material and also the intended parent or parents. The desire to become a parent, to create a unique and intimate bond with a child is strong and if that desire goes unfilled, people often will seek a range of solutions. Both adoption and surrogacy have been options in solving that problem from before recorded history to the present day; evolutions in modern medicine now offer vastly enhanced possibilities. Assisted Human Reproduction has broadened the biological scope for accessing reproduction.
The available research reflects recent and ongoing work by counsellors and therapists who work with clients struggling with the complex and often unresolved issues arising from AHR. Such research, however, is limited meager and points out the need for further studies with some urgency in order to keep pace with the needs from medical advances in AHR. The strong desire for a child coupled with advances in reproductive technology has created a new field of counselling. Although no longer required by law in Canada, some fertility clinics call for their patients to visit a counsellor before beginning procedures involving third-party reproduction. Clients arrive at these sessions with a diagnosis of infertility, a strong desire to be parents, and the need to make decisions around the implications of both “carrying” (pregnancy) and raising a child who may not be genetically related to them. Potential patients may be uncomfortable participating in something that differs from societal norms; they may anticipate feeling stigmatized and unsure of their capacity to raise children to whom they are not genetically related. My project seeks to learn how counsellors assist and work to orientate individuals and couples who must deal with challenges arising from these and other associated complex issues. My pursuit of this question was first provoked, then motivated and enhanced, by experiences in seeking fertility treatment for myself. I wanted insight into how counsellors cover this relatively new scientific, emotional, and social ground, and I was curious about how those sessions were managed in a practical way. Further, my desire to understand the nature of the sessions led me to ask: How do counsellors view and perform their role as pre-treatment counsellors?
Significance for Social Work

Social workers are currently employed in all areas of health care including the field of infertility counselling. National Association of Social Work writes about how social work contributes in health care in general:

Professional social workers are well equipped to practice in the health care field, because of their broad perspective on the range of physical, emotional, and environmental factors that have an effect on the well-being of individuals and communities (NASW, p. 6, 2005).

The AHR is a field of rapidly growing complexity, presented by medicine as a technology these third party medical procedures involve more people assembled attempt to make a human being. Those involved have different reasons for their involvement; the medical personnel, intended parents, the surrogate and/or the people donating reproductive materials are motivated by their individual emotional, social and economic interests. The comprehension of associated mental health aspects must keep pace with that growth and address its complexity. Social work research in this area can contribute in understanding how to deal with the current Canadian situation regarding Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR). By applying a lens that views individuals within social contexts, social work research provides a unique perspective, and can therefore shed light on how the current legislation impacts people. Social work person-in-environment (PIE) perspective is particularly helpful in this area where the legislation is ambiguous and leaves clients somewhat vulnerable (NASW, 2005).

My aim is that this research will contribute to social work by encouraging the circulation of knowledge about AHR and about the implications currently being generated by counsellors
and therapists assisting clients who are grappling with questions and challenges arising during pre-AHR treatment.

The Overview of the Study

To explore my question I interviewed social work counsellors who offer third-party reproductive counselling. The interviews explored the counsellors’ views regarding the purpose of those sessions, client goals, counsellors’ roles, counselling approaches used, and the associated challenges they faced. The interview data were analyzed using thematic analysis and revealed commonalities in the ways the interviewees see their work. This work was not begun with a hypothesis. In the following chapters I will explain the process used to gather and examine the information generated by the interviews.

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Following the introduction in chapter 1, chapter 2 provides a literature review and presents some of the history of Assisted Human Reproduction in Canada in order to situate current context in terms of policy and practice. Chapter 3 presents the design and methods used to investigate the research question. Chapter 4 presents the themes found in the data gathered both from the interviews and email responses. Chapter 5 brings forward the findings arising from an analysis of the data.

Definition of Terms

The following terms are used throughout this thesis:


Counsellor: One who gives information/guidance in response to personal, social, and psychological difficulties. The counsellors whose work forms the focus for my research all hold
a minimum of a Master’s degree in an area of mental health counselling. Included are those with backgrounds in psychology, social work, and educational psychology.

*Donor:* A person who provides their own sperm, eggs, or embryos for reproductive or research purposes (Health Canada, 2014).

*Human reproductive material:* Reference to the eggs, sperm, or human cells or genes that are used in procedures of Assisted Human Reproduction (Health Canada, 2014).

*Third-party reproduction:* A process that can include one, or a combination of, donated sperm, egg, or embryo and surrogate that are used to create a pregnancy. Those who donate do not raise the child (Health Canada, 2014).

*Infertility:* The inability to conceive offspring. There can be many causes of infertility in both males and females. Health Canada defines *infertility* as “Not being able to get pregnant despite having frequent, unprotected sex for at least a year or for at least six months if the woman is age 35 or older. Infertility may be due to a single cause in either the woman or her partner, or a combination of factors that may prevent a pregnancy form occurring or continuing“ (Health Canada, 2014, par. 20).

*Social infertility:* a term used in the lay literature and media to describe those who cannot get pregnant due to social circumstances such as being single and/or without ready access to sexual partners, or those in a same-sex relationship.
Chapter 2 - Literature

This thesis explores the role of counselling in relation to the medical intervention of Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR). The first section of the literature review will explore the legislative response to the technology, both in Canada and in other countries. The second section of this review will focus on the research relevant to both the need for, and the use of, counselling by individuals involved with AHR procedures.

Legislative Response to AHR

International Approaches to Law and Reproductive Tourism

The laws that govern use of Assisted Human Reproduction and access to AHR vary from country to country. Health Canada (2004) describes the varying legislation of several different nations highlighting how some exert a higher degree of restrictions than others (Health Canada, 2004). In Australia and the United States types and levels of legislation regarding third-party procedures vary amongst states as the passing of legislation is the responsibility of each individual state (Health Canada, 2004). Some countries flat-out ban surrogacy while others allow it. France, Germany, Spain, Portugal and Italy prohibit all surrogacy (Prag & Mills, 2015). Italy carries the most restrictive legislation. Prior to 2003 there were no Italian laws regarding AHR; however, in that year the Italian government passed legislation limiting the procurement and provision of procedures to “stable heterosexual couples that live together and are of childbearing age” (par. 10, Health Canada, 2004). Spain has set no requirements at all (Blyth & Landau, 2004). Other countries including Japan and Singapore have no legislation regarding AHR activities; however, they offer professional guidelines. Egyptian laws completely prohibit the use of third-party reproduction (Inhorn, 2010).
These global differences in legislation and enforcement, combined with the ease with which services in some countries can be accessed online, have created a phenomenon that the media has dubbed “reproductive tourism.” Reproductive tourism, also called “reproductive exile” (Inhorn & Pasquale, 2009) or “cross-border reproductive care” (Blyth, 2010), is the practice of travelling outside of one’s home country for fertility treatments. The reasons for individuals’ going to receive treatment elsewhere are numerous but include difficulty with the legal regulation of the procedure in their home country, the cost of the procedure, and/or the availability of donors or surrogates (Inhorn & Pasquale). A study by Blyth in 2010 examined both individuals who had received AHR care in other countries and also those who were considering doing so. The majority of the respondents were Canadian, but there were also participants from Australia, Greece, and the UK. The majority of the participants (54%) in the study who had received AHR services from other countries had procured oocyte (egg) donation. Destinations for AHR treatment reported by the Canadian respondents were the U.S. (most preferred) as well as Mexico and India (Blyth, 2010). With eggs, sperm, and surrogacy all highly accessible in the U.S, both through clinics and online, it is clear why significant numbers of Canadians choose to travel to the U.S. in order to receive AHR services.

**Canadian Legislative Response and the Development of an Industry**

Literature that focuses on the development of AHR in Canada is sparse and from diverse areas of study: law, political science, women’s studies, and social policy. A recent publication is an exception to this *Fertile Ground: Exploring Reproduction in Canada* published by McGill-Queens University Press in (Paterson, Scala & Sokolon, 2014) contains academic work that examines the social policies developed around this technology and its implications. The
following discussion provides a brief explanation of the history of AHR in Canada and this nation’s attempt to deal with the ethical and legal issues surrounding this topic.

**The Commission: a thoughtful and controversial examination.** In the late 1980s and early 1990s, private Canadian clinics began delivering AHR services (CBC News, July 3, 2007). In these early days Scala (2014) notes that doctors were given discretion over who received treatment and there was little government involvement. Public interest in accessing this technology began to increase and university hospitals (mainly because of their research interests) were providing the service to some, but there were no regulations around the procedures (Snow, 2009). Politicians were reluctant to weigh in on this controversial topic so the clinics were able to operate without any clear regulation (Scala, 2002). In Canada, the Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies RCNRT, (hereafter also referred to as the Commission) convened in 1989. The Commission was assembled by Prime Minister Brian Mulroney (leader of the Progressive Conservative Party) in response to public demands for examination of this newly emerging and quickly changing field. Patricia Baird was appointed as chair; its mandate was to study the ethical, social, research and legal implications of the new reproductive technologies in Canada (Scala, 2002).

The Commission was given a broad mandate to examine reproductive technologies including the ethical, legal, social, and economic implications of the procedures. The purpose of this examination was to form the basis for developing recommendations for government action (Neilson, 2012). More than 15,000 Canadians participated in the process through surveys, focus groups, and/or questionnaires (Neilson). The Commission’s final report, *Proceed with Care*, released in November 1993, comprised 1,275 pages and included 293 recommendations (1993). A summary of the report prepared by the Federal government (1994) and written by Chenier
sums up the views of Canadians derived from the extensive surveys and consultations as having “serious concerns about the technologies, including their potential threat to health, the ethical dilemmas they create, and their adverse impact on particular groups such as woman, children, families and the disabled” (Chenier, 1994, par 3). It recommended the forming of a regulatory body and changing the criminal code to criminalize certain practices involving AHR the selling of human eggs, sperm, zygotes of fetal tissue; advertising for, paying or acting for an intermediary for surrogacy arrangements; using embryos in research related to cloning, making of hybrids and any unwanted treatment or interference with a pregnant woman. The second part of the report defines infertility and viewing it primarily as a medical condition and explains the procedures and drugs used in AHR and recommends supportive counselling, informed consent, protection of privacy and confidentiality, and reasonable access to the technologies (Chenier, 1994).

Though the work of the commission is criticized and some concepts in it may seem antiquated it should be noted that Baird’s Commission was formed almost 30 years ago, an enormous undertaking at the time, and was looking at a new technology. The research that the Commission undertook cast a wide net with thousands of Canadian’s views taken into account as well those of diverse interest groups from academia, medicine, religion, pro-life and women’s groups. There are several analyze of the Commissions work; including Cattapan in the afore mentioned book Fertile Ground (2014) who aptly describes the function of the Commission as: “to find some sort of moral middle ground between those lauding reproductive technologies for their liberatory potential and those condemning their capacity to be used in ways oppressive to woman and disrespectful of human dignity” (p. 163). Scala (2014) sees the Commission and the law that came from it as leading to both commodification and medicalization of AHR. Scala
explains how Commissioners adopted the approach of Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) which uses evidence from research to make decisions on whether or not certain procedures should be used by physicians. The use of EBM led the commission to recommend that AHR procedures should not be covered under the Canada Health Act. Scala concludes “consequently, IVF provision was relegated to the market, effectively excluding low-income earners from accessing the treatment (Scala, 2014, p. 68). Both Scala and Cattapan note that the Commission’s focus on the medical aspects of the procedures and the costs of the procedures distracted from other social aspects like the underlying causes of infertility. The feminist concerns brought forward about these procedures further medicalizing child birth and doctors having increasing control over women’s bodies. (Cattapan, 2014)

**Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR) – treated differently.** Canada has treated AHR differently than it has most other areas of health care in that AHR has been splintered away from the services offered by the Canada Health Act. Assisted human reproductive services began as an experimental treatment offered in some university hospitals. Overtime, the services of in vitro fertilization were de-insured and thus no longer included under the Canada Health Act (Giacomini, 2000). This resulted in the formation of private fertility clinics in Canada. The move to de-insure had satisfied several governmental policy goals: namely, to save money through a decrease in physician billing, and to move toward applying some of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies (Giacomini, 2000). Giacomini (p. 1492) asserted that “Because ‘medical necessity’ is the basis for coverage mandated by the 1984 Canada Health Act, this term has high currency in debates over which services belong in provincial health insurance plans.” The de-insuring of the service coupled with the lack of legislation meant that determination of which AHR services were available was
decided by physicians and by the market (Baylis, 2011). The Ontario report *Raising Expectations* looked at the costs of these procedures to individuals and to the health system: “Even for those who can afford IVF, the process can be financially devastating. The average cost of a single cycle of IVF is $10,000 including medications – almost 14% of the median family income in Ontario” (Raising Expectations, 2009, p. 109).

**The long road to legislation.** Fertility clinics continued to operate unregulated through private and university clinics until March 2004, when the federal *Assisted Human Reproduction Act* was passed. Nearly 15 years had lapsed between the release of the Commission’s report and the passing of the legislation. The reasons for this lengthy period between report and legislation are numerous, with three attempts dying on the order paper before a law was finally passed (Snow, 2009). The *Assisted Human Reproduction Act* that was finally passed by Pierre Pettigrew, Minister of Health in Prime Minister Paul Martin’s cabinet, set the operational parameters for all AHR clinics in Canada. The law closely followed the recommendations of the Commission. It regulates research, and prohibits sex selection as well as the buying and selling of embryos and other human tissue including eggs and sperm. There is also a section of the law forbidding payment to egg and sperm donors and for surrogacy services. Other potential actions including human cloning and sex selection were banned, and breaches of the legislation could lead to fines of up to $500,000 and ten years’ imprisonment. The law further designated that a body be created to regulate the Act and ensure that the necessities of the Act be met and prohibitions enforced. The Assisted Human Reproduction Agency of Canada was established in January of 2006 and became operational in December of that year, when a board of directors was appointed by the federal government (CBC News, 2010). There is a portion of that law specific to counselling, stating that those involved in third-party reproduction participate in counselling.
sessions. Paragraph 14(2)(b) of the act states:
Before accepting a donation of human reproductive material or an in vitro embryo from a person or accepting health reporting information respecting a person, a licensee shall, to the extent required by the regulations, make counselling services available to the person and ensure that the person receives them. (Assisted Human Reproduction Act, 2004).

**The Quebec challenge.** In order to understand what happened subsequent to the Assisted Human Reproduction Act, a practical understanding of Canadian government is useful. Under the constitution, most of the legislative power for health care is granted to the provinces. The federal government’s influence lies in its spending power (Makarenko, 2008). The Canada Health Act is a federal policy; provinces are expected to live up to the general provisions of that act in order to continue to receive federal funding (Baier, 2008). It is this division of power between the federal and provincial governments that allowed the Assisted Human Reproduction Act to be challenged. Quebec, with the support of Saskatchewan, Alberta, and New Brunswick, launched a challenge to several provisions of the 2004 Act, alleging that certain sections violate the federal/provincial division of power (Gruben & Cameron, 2014). Quebec argued that the sections challenged were not matters of criminal justice and did not put the public’s health at risk and, therefore, should be governed by provincial legislation. The Supreme Court heard the appeal in the case of Attorney General of Quebec v. Attorney General of Canada in April 2009. On December 10, 2010, the Supreme Court released a 5 – 4 split decision (CBC News, 2012). Four of the justices argued that AHR as a beneficial medical practice while the others argued that it as part of a larger issue with moral and ethical implications (Lemmens, 2011). The court found in favor of Quebec and struck down several portions of the law.
**Muddied Waters: the impact of the challenge.** The impact of the Federal Supreme Court’s decision has been extensive: the AHRA is now less comprehensive. The decision has left a gap in regulation and, as a result, it now is up to provincial governments to decide what legislation should govern this area (Baylis, 2011). Quebec is, to date, the only province that has passed associated legislation. The other provinces remain unregulated (Gruben & Cameron, 2014). Gruben and Cameron describe the impact of this decision, specifically its effect on women:

For a number of economic and political reasons, provinces and territories have a spotty record in protecting women’s biological and social reproductive autonomy. . . Even if legislation is enacted at the provincial level, it will almost certainly be a patchwork approach. Women and children in different provinces will be subject to varying levels of protection. (p. 146)

The portions of the law that remain include prohibition of the paying of a surrogate beyond expenses, and paying for eggs and sperm, and sex-selection.

Besides the concerns about what was struck down in the law there are also concerns about what remains. Cattapan (2014) raises this in her article about social rights and assisted reproduction:

Since the passage of the AHRA, a number of challenges to its legitimacy have been raised. For example, there have been charges that the Act has resulted in threats of prosecution that have intimidated many would-be-parents, donors, and surrogates, keeping them from participating openly and safely in assisted reproductive procedures. As a result, the criminalization of sperm and egg purchase has lead to a dearth of available gametes and surrogates, driving patients abroad and “underground” (p. 165).
The literature argues that the Assisted Human Reproduction Act’s treatment of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and queer (LGBTQ) community is mixed. Corbett, Frecker, Shapiro and Yudin (2013) in their study of the services offered by Canadian fertility clinics to lesbian patients, note that though there are some barriers, Lesbian women’s access to AHR services does not seem to be limited. The authors point out that the AHR Act prohibits the discrimination of access to procedures due to sexual orientation or marital status (Corbett, et. al, 2013). Cameron (2008) however raises concerns about the Act’s prohibition of artificial insemination outside of licensed facilities combined with the donation requirements that discriminate against the queer community; “[q]ueer men and women who want to reproduce together, biologically, without having sexual intercourse. These donation requirements, which stipulate that a queer man may only donate sperm to a willing donor with a special application by their doctor, a medical screen, and a dispensation from the Minister of health” (Cameron 2008, p. 110). These requirements put gay men in a very difficult situation if they are to comply with the law. Cameron also notes that the prohibition of commercial surrogacy also discriminates against gay men who require a surrogate in order to proceed.

The Scope of Infertility in Canada

Despite extensive searching, I was unable to find a specific count for the number of third-party procedures performed in Canada within any timeframe. However, the relative number of procedures can be inferred from the following statistics that were available. Statistics Canada reported that in 2011 the nation’s population was 34,482,779 and that there had been 378,762 babies born (Stats Can, 2011). A 2012 article in Human Reproduction by Bushnik, Cook, Yuzpe, Tough and Collins examined data from the infertility component of the 2009-2010 Canadian Community Health Survey. This study found that about 16% of couples experienced infertility.
The article states: “Regardless of the definition, the present study suggests that over time, the prevalence of current infertility has increased in Canada” (par. 29).

With knowledge of the current rate of infertility in Canada, an understanding of the numbers of those seeking services of fertility clinics would be helpful in ascertaining the number using third-party conception. A 2013 media release by the Canadian Fertility and Andrology Society (CFAS), lists that in 2012 there were 14,953 in vitro fertilization treatment cycles undertaken in 30 IVF centers in Canada. The resultant pregnancy rate was 32%; however, the number of live births resulting from those pregnancies was not given (Stats. Canada, 2011). The statistics from CFAS did not specify how many of those cycles involved third-party reproduction (CFAS, 2013). However, they do give an idea of how many patients completed treatment. It would seem that only a small percentage of people experiencing infertility seek help using AHR and that an even smaller number of those would choose to be involved in third-party reproduction. An examination of these statistics indicates that the number of people seeking third-party procedures is small.

**Reproductive Counselling in Canada**

The Assisted Human Reproduction Act as it was originally passed required that those seeking treatment attend counselling prior to any further third-party procedures. Such mandated counselling was designated to aid in ensuring that those entering into third-party reproductive procedures would not be coerced in any way and would have full understanding of the various implications of what lay ahead. The successful challenge to the law discussed above meant that there was no longer a regulatory body and no requirement for counselling. The loss of this counselling requirement as well as the loss of clarity about what was allowed regarding attaining surrogates and egg donors made an already complex situation more complicated. So although
reproductive technology has been underway in Canada for more than thirty years and has undergone close study by the Royal Commission, there remains little direction available to that seeking third-party reproduction. In practice, some fertility clinics still ask that a counsellor see potential patients prior to their beginning treatment. The actual number of fertility clinics and, within that, the number performing third-party procedures are low, and constitute a small field. As a result, the number of Canadian counsellors doing the associated counselling work is relatively few, and they are mostly private practitioners who receive referrals from privately run clinics. This low number of counsellors became evident as I progressed through this research and searched for participants.

**Reproductive Counselling Research**

The literature presented regarding counselling in AHR can be categorized as follows: the effects of diagnosis and treatment, research on counselling approaches, and looking ahead to future research. The following section is a review of the literature that gives context to where this young field of counselling began, how practice has changed over time, and where current research sees the role of counsellors. It begins in a somewhat general way to lay a groundwork and understanding of the field of infertility counselling and leads into a discussion that is more specific to counselling with prospective third-party clients.

How clients see themselves is an important part of counsellors’ understanding as to how to work with them. The researchers in the following section investigated individuals’ reactions to an infertility diagnosis. This lead to examining the research into how fertility treatments impact people as an understanding of these areas is critical to the counselling interventions discussed later in the chapter. Interventions of counsellors are influenced by that understanding.
The Perception of Infertility

There are varying views throughout the literature in regard to how infertility should be defined and how people who are found to be infertile react. How infertility is defined depends on whether it is viewed as a social condition or a medical one. In a medical sense, infertility is defined as the inability to conceive a child after one year of unprotected sex (Domar, 2002). Infertility is a problem around the world and across time, with (globally) 10 percent of heterosexual couples meeting the above definition of infertility (Zatlyn, 2008).

The medical definition of infertility leads us to the point where people are diagnosed and have become patients. This can also be referred to as medicalization. Conrad and Leiter (2004) explained that “[m]edicalization occurs when previously nonmedical problems are defined and treated as medical problems, usually in terms of illnesses or disorders” (p 158). These researchers looked at how changes in the medical marketplace have influenced the medicalization of certain conditions including infertility. They investigate what societal factors influence medicalization and argue that the effect of medicalization “narrows the definition of health and widens the definition of sickness” (p. 171). Conrad and Leiter note that non-pregnancy is not an illness and it is this argument that has been used by insurance companies in court when they lack of coverage for AHR procedures.

Cousineau (2007) noted that the medicalization of infertility had led to an underestimation of the psychological response of individuals diagnosed with infertility. According to Cousineau, infertility can affect many aspects of a person’s life: his or her marriage, self-concept, and levels of anxiety and depression. This anxiety can then increase the number of patients that choose to “dropout” of treatment and perhaps even decrease pregnancy rates.
It is important to note that the medical definition excludes social infertility, those people whose access to reproduction is not medically defined rather is determined socially. In the 2009 view of the literature that examines the impact of infertility, Greil, Blevins and McQuillan note that medical sociology views health and illness as socially constructed and that this social construction is particularly evident in regard to infertility;

No matter how medical practitioners may define infertility, couples do not define themselves as infertile or present themselves for treatment unless they embrace parenthood as a desired social role. … the presence of infertility is signaled, not by the presence of pathological symptoms, but by the absence of a desired state (par.3).

Greil, Blevins and McQuillan in their review of the literature make an important point about the study of the reactions to infertility, they point out that a weakness in all the studies is that they do not study those people who are infertile but do not seek treatment. The study of this population of infertile people who do not seek treatment is estimated at nearly fifty percent and the lack of information on these people means there can be no comparison between those who seek treatment and those who do not (2009).

There was an early meta-analysis of the literature and research in 1991 by Dunkel-Schetter and Lobel, who looked at 61 articles focusing in some way on psychological reactions to infertility. The authors offered an excellent description of the experience of infertility: “Indeed in most cases, it is the possibility rather than the reality of infertility that is at issue, because there is some degree of ambiguity about the outcome. This situation initially involves a threat rather than a loss” (p. 29). This description of infertility as something that may evolve into a loss is different than the usual description, which is a medical definition. The authors found that in descriptive research there were emotional effects including grief and depression, feelings of loss
of control, and effects on self-esteem and identity as well as social effects within marriage and within social networks. In the empirical research, however, they found that “the large majority of studies of this type do not find abnormally high levels of emotional distress of problems in esteem, marital, or sexual function among infertile individuals” (p. 46). This discrepancy in the two types of research was addressed by Dunkel-Schetter and Lobel, who suggested that “One possibility is that the empirical research to date has not adequately tested the issues. Another possibility is that the descriptive literature exaggerates or misrepresents the experience of infertile people” (p. 51).

My own view of the literature also yielded diverse explanations of the psychological consequences of infertility. Domar (2002), an important researcher in the field, found that infertility diagnosis and fertility treatment can be difficult and stressful for patients. In particular, Domar, Emery (2003), and McNaughton-Cassill (2002) noted symptoms of anxiety and depression in infertility patients. Becker (1997) saw the stress arising from a disturbance in identity that individuals were faced with when they were diagnosed as infertile. Becker viewed reproduction as a basic expectation that people have about themselves so a discovery of infertility threatens this identity and can lead to feelings of failure and to other negative emotions. Domar described the level of stress created by an infertility diagnosis as equivalent to being diagnosed with a life-threatening illness.

Hynie and Burns (2006) wrote about how individuals’ interpretations of infertility are impacted by culture. They caution that counsellors should be aware of the difference between attitudes held by individualist and collectivist cultures: “In collectivist cultures, social pressure resulting in strained marital, social and/or social relationships is the predominant stressor. In individualist cultures, stressors that involve personal loss (e.g. sense of self) are more significant
and profound “(p. 71). Hynie and Burns emphasize the need for counsellors to be culturally sensitive. This sensitivity can be achieved in part by asking questions to gain an understanding about the client’s spiritual and cultural beliefs.

**Reactions to Treatment**

In 1978, after Louise Brown (the first baby conceived using in vitro fertilization) was born, the popular thinking surrounding the meaning of fertility began to change (Kovacs et al., 2003). There existed now the possibility of a biologically related child for those diagnosed with infertility and those considered socially infertile (a term found in a 2001 guideline for counsellors used to describe gay, lesbian, and single people) (Boivin et al., 2001).

Eugster and Vingerhoets (1999) explored the early literature regarding patient reactions at various stages of treatment. They found that there was consensus about the phases that are experienced as most stressful; namely, waiting to find out if a successful pregnancy occurs as a result of the treatment and the intense disappointment following an unsuccessful IVF treatment where pregnancy is not achieved. Their review also found that both men and women go through anxiety during the treatment; however women are more likely to bear it more acutely. Eugster & Vingerhoets (1999) report that anxiety decreases during treatment while others have found that it increases during the treatment itself. Research is needed to show why these differences might exist.

Significant in part because of its scope, a 2006 article by Verhaak, Smeenk, Evers, Kreamer, Kraaimaat, and Brast reviewed 706 articles written over the previous 25 years that explored women’s reactions to the different stages of IVF. This review found that while most women adjusted well to treatment, unsuccessful treatment cycles produced significant distress. These authors identified a clinical implication of this study, that “psychological support should
be specifically targeted to help the woman adjust to the possibility of treatment failure and eventual childlessness rather than to help her to cope with the impact of the treatment itself” (p. 36). They suggested also that the meaning of childlessness should be a clinical focus.

Verhaak and Burns divided the literature another way, according to how it appeared to change over time:

[T]he initial focus of research on stress and infertility was based on the psychogenic hypothesis (i.e. the psychological consequences of infertility). Recently the research has focused on a related hypothesis, which contends that stress may be a causal factor in infertility, particularly in terms of the impact of stress on treatment outcomes. This may be referred to as the psychological outcome hypothesis (p. 171).

It is useful to think about the literature from a historical perspective. The authors pointed out that many of the ways in which Western medicine has viewed the connection between the body and the mind more recently have shifted and therefore changed the way in which patients are treated with regard to infertility.

**Research on Counselling Approaches**

Researchers have asked about the forms of support needed for those embarking on IVF treatment, at what stages in the IVF cycle is support most useful, and if the provision of counselling can reduce the emotional distress that people are likely to experience.

Covington and Hammer Burns’ influential 2006 text *Fertility Counseling: a comprehensive handbook for clinicians* provides a thorough overview of this field of counselling. The book is intended to be a practical guide for counsellors in the field and lays out common problems that arise with clients as well as tables that clearly list the areas that should be covered in sessions with both donors and prospective parents. The information presented is
firmly grounded in research and relevant literature is presented in each chapter. It includes a substantial focus on third-party reproduction and provides guidelines for counsellors working with those involved in donor insemination as well as oocyte and embryo donation (all third-party procedures). Four of the thirty-one contributors to this handbook are Canadians and still active today within the field of infertility counselling.

The chapter by Boivin (2006) was critical to my understanding and contextualization of the literature on this topic. Boivin, a psychologist, professor and researcher has focused her research on psychological issues in reproductive health. Her work has influenced many other researchers and services offered to patients of AHR. Boivin’s contribution to this field of study is considerable; at last count her work has been cited nearly 1600 times and is cited in nearly every article used in the counselling portion of this literature review. Boivin’s study of reproductive counselling interventions found that they could be described as either one of two categories: educational and counselling based. “Though there was some overlap between the two, they provide skills training, for example, improve stress management, coping skills, or a combination of skills” (Boivin, 2006, p. 119). Counselling interventions were further divided between cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and infertility-focused counselling. The goals of counselling interventions were; “emotional expression and support, and/or discussion of thoughts and feelings related to infertility” (p. 119). Boivin found that the interventions involving skills and training were the most effective. The educational programs occurred for the most part in groups where participants could normalize their experiences and find support. Counselling may have been found to be less effective because goals set in counselling may be more difficult to achieve and to measure.
The following two examples show how both education and counselling were blended in their approach to clients. Stammer (2002) described a university hospital fertility program in Germany that offered counselling for all patients. Based on what impressed him in that program, the author advised that the therapist should normalize patients’ feelings of isolation and loss as a mechanism for externalizing the experience of infertility. Further to this, the author suggested that the counsellor should inquire about a couple’s sexual behavior to assess if there were any current problems and, if so, to provide helpful information. Additionally, he advised that the counsellor lead a discussion on sorrow and loss and explore how the couple has faced past difficulties and whether they have planned a life without children (Stammer, 2002). This article was a description of an intervention and did not measure its effectiveness.

There is a lack of research examining the experiences of those involved with the various third-party reproductive procedures. This may be due to the secrecy that surrounds its use, the lack of tracking of the number of those using the technology or the newness of some of the procedures. For example the technology that allows human eggs to be donated (oocyte donation) has only been available since the 1980’s. Sperm donation is not a new procedure and is perhaps the oldest form of AHR as physicians have been performing procedures for more than 100 years (Thorn, 2006). Kalfoglou and Gittelsohn (2000) investigated the motivation and experience of oocyte donors. They found that donors often exhibit a history of sexual trauma and/or abortion and may be attempting to “make up” for a loss through oocyte donation. They also discussed the importance of separating counselling from psychological screening. Purewal and Van den Akker (2009) did a review of 64 articles on the topic of oocyte donation. In discussions regarding the motivation of donors, they found that patterns concerning the reasons given by donors depended on the type of donor - known, volunteer, or commercial donor. Typically, known donors reported
that they donated because of their relationship to the recipients. These are often sisters or close friends. Volunteer donors stated they generally donated for altruistic reasons, and the motivation for commercial donors was found to be mixed with both financial gain and altruism. However, these latter results regarding commercial donors were harder to determine as there were more variables involved such as rate they would be paid and whether or not the donors were students (students answered more frequently that they were motivated by financial gain). While such patterns were identified in this review of the extant literature (Purewal & Van den Akker, 2009), it should be noted there is no way of verifying the altruism asserted by donors, and given the lack of education and circulating moral judgments about reproductive technologies, I suspect few volunteer donors would admit they did it for the money.

Disclosure is an issue specific to third-party reproduction, and the term is used in the literature in two ways. The first way regards legal requirements, which are the laws of certain jurisdictions that make information available to the prospective parents and children that come from these procedures. The other way disclosure is used is in regard to whether parents reveal to their child its conception via donated oocytes, sperm, or use of a surrogate. The current literature supports information-sharing. When Turner and Coyle (2000) studied children who accidentally discovered that they had been conceived using donor insemination, those children expressed feelings of indifference, mistrust, and abandonment. Lycett, Daniels, Curson and Golombok (2004) studied 46 families who had children conceived by donor insemination. The children, parents and children’s teachers were interviewed to determine the quality of the marital bond, the parent/child bond and the child’s psychological adjustment. The researchers then compared 28 nondisclosure families to the 18 families that had disclosed. The results indicated that,
fewer difficulties among the disclosers than among the non-disclosers. Mothers who were inclined toward disclosure reported less frequent and less severe arguments with their children. They also considered their children to show a lower level of conduct problems and to be less of a strain. In addition, disclosing couples viewed themselves as more competent as parents than their nondisclosing counterparts did. (p.177)

The use of third party reproductive techniques may mean that in some cases the intended parent(s) will have to cope with grieving the loss of having a genetically related child. Applegarth (2006) lists this as one of the important issues to be addressed in counselling intended parents involved in third party reproduction. The author cautions counsellors to ensure that this grieving be given sufficient time to occur before proceeding with third party procedures or other choices.

**Looking ahead to future Research**

When looking ahead to the role of third-party AHR counselling and for future research, Boivin (2006) makes an important point about the need for research to be connected with practice. Boivin alerted counsellors to link their practice to current research:

> There is increasing pressure from third-party payers, government agencies, and professional organizations on practitioners to demonstrate both the effectiveness and efficiency of their services. Infertility counsellors need to find a way to integrate research and research findings into their everyday practice if they are to meet these challenges. (p. 117)

Similarly, Covington (2006) also expressed the need for counsellors to be involved in research because of the need to maintain contact, and to follow up with clients and children impacted by this technology. According to Covington; “as much as infertility counsellors may advise patients
about the implication of these technologies, no one can predict how someone will feel tomorrow about his or her decisions, let alone ten years from now” (p. 506). Research that focused on the experience of AHR third party counselling from the perspective of the counsellor was difficult to find.

From amongst my research, the article by Goedeke and Payne (2010) most closely aligns with the focus of this thesis. Goedeke and Payne examined the role and practices of counselling by interviewing counsellors who worked with people considering embryo donation. They concluded that counsellors have a role in shaping the future of the field. According to Goedeke and Payne, “counsellors have a role to play in educating and making visible the long-term psychosocial consequences of the practices of ART not just to the client but also to the rest of the team, and ensuring that services remain ‘client-centered and responsive’” (p. 2826). This research sees counsellors as having an important role in facilitating the donation process as well as to the emotional well being of the parties involved. These counselling sessions are different that what occurs in Canada as New Zealand requires them by law so the counsellors are part of the team, and their role within the team is not ambiguous to the team or to the people being counselled.

**Conclusion**

The context in which infertility counsellors’ work in Canada has been influenced by this nation’s legislation which has in turn shaped the choices and processes of application of AHR. The academic research in the area of counselling has also helped form the context in which counsellors both see and interact with clients, and it influences both the types of counselling interventions used and required for individuals involved in AHR. There is little literature on how AHR counsellors manage within the legislative context of where they practice. This is relevant
because there is a strong correlation between legislation and counselling. Canada’s legislation around AHR is, like all legislation, value laden and influenced by assumptions and judgments. Though Wursten is discussing primarily about how a counties culture affects it economic policy in this article it is relevant to AHR policy, he notes; “there are deeply rooted values that differ between cultures that make a significant difference to the way societies are organized, the kind of role government plays, and how the various organizations within societies work” (n.d., par. 1). Wursten notes that “culture influences the ways in which good leadership is defined, on how the decision-making process is structured, as well as on the way people monitor how policies are implemented” (n.d., par. 18). This thought is relevant with regard to AHR in Canada as the current legislation reflects Canada’s secular culture. It aligns with what the Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies recommended in regard to human tissue as well as attempts to be neutral by respecting individual human rights as laid out in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The current legislation allows for individuals to access the technology largely at their own expense and criminalizes the commodification of human tissue. The emphasis on choice is similar to the position taken on abortion and how Canada manages blood products or organs transplant which also can not be purchased nor sold. Law and policy set the context in which people access and experience AHR and shapes the possibilities of that for which people receive counselling. This context affects how AHR counselling is undertaken and forms the basis for this study of Canadian counsellors.
Chapter 3- Methodology

The design and method of this study will be outlined in this chapter. I will briefly reiterate my question then describe the qualitative approach chosen for my research. After outlining the recruiting process used to assemble my participants, I will present my methodology for the interviews. The chapter concludes with a description of my analysis of the data. Throughout, I was informed by my practice as a social worker in dealing with difficult human experiences. My expectation was that effective methods and strategies were evolving to assist clients contemplating third-party reproduction, and I sought to find a path possibly created by those mental health professionals.

Design

The Question

My method supports my investigation into the psychosocial supports currently used to assist patients involved with Assisted Human Reproduction. My research question is: How do counsellors view and perform their role as pre-treatment counsellors? I sought to understand how mental health professionals are helping people orient themselves during pre-treatment counselling given the realities of third-party reproduction. Further, I aimed to gather supporting data by investigating how counsellors viewed and performed their own role in this counselling, and also whether counsellors see themselves as “gatekeepers” to third-party reproductive assistance. Finally, although mandated counselling pre-treatment third-party AHR varies across Canada, many clinics do require it. I will explore the expectations imposed on counsellors by the clinics that require mandatory sessions.
Methodology

I interviewed counsellors about their experiences of working with clients who were considering third-party reproduction. I explored how they addressed the complex issues that patients bring to mandated counselling. Via open-ended semi-structured interviews, I explored whether counsellors created their own, or used an existing, model to help clients navigate their experiences. Other data collected during the interviews examined how counsellors perceived their role in this work, their experiences structure, content and approach to the sessions.

Recruiting Participants

After receiving approval from the ethics board the next stage of the project began. Recruiting participants for the interviews proved to be more difficult than I had anticipated. My estimate, based on the number of counsellors listed on-line and the number of clinics in the country, is that fewer than thirty counsellors in Canada currently provide sessions of this specific nature within clinics designed for AHR purposes. Beyond those, doctors provide informal counselling and more structured counselling is provided by general therapists to people seeking consultation during their own decision-making processes regarding AHR.

I initially contacted the Canadian Fertility and Andrology Society (CFAS) by email and asked if it would send my recruitment letter out to its counselling subgroup. CFAS asked me for additional information and upon receiving it they forwarded my recruitment letter as per my request. I received three responses through that CFAS initiative and interviewed those individuals between April 26 and June 3, 2013. Next, I attempted “snowball sampling,” a method that uses information from one participant to identify potential additional participants who are community network affiliates (Handcock & Gile, 2011). Accordingly, I asked the respondents I interviewed if they would suggest other possible contacts. Two were unwilling due to
confidentiality concerns and the third offered names of individuals I had already approached. I sent out emails to fertility clinics but receive no participants from that initiative.

Due to the low number of responses, I decided to attend the Canadian Fertility and Andrology Society (CAFS) conference in Victoria in September of 2013 with the intention of using a more direct approach to recruiting interview participants. Although my experience at this conference was enjoyable and informative I was discouraged by how difficult it was to recruit subjects for my research. The conference was interesting because I had the opportunity to hear about AHR research from many different disciplines including social work and psychology, but no one who practiced affiliated counselling was willing to be interviewed. When I was questioned about my own experience and level of education, I was told by one individual that aiding data collection for my Master’s thesis was not worth her time and that my interview was too long. Though this feedback was painful to hear, it did inform my next phase of recruitment for which I shortened the interview length and also made it available via email. I proceeded by proposing to potential participants either (1) the original 30-minute in-person or telephone interview, (2) a shortened in person or telephone interview, or (3) the interview questions delivered via email.

Further, the lack of response at the CAFS conference made it clear that I had exhausted that body as a source for participant recruitment. However, a conference participant had sent me an online link to a list of counsellors on the Infertility Network website, a charitable organization that offers support and information about AHR and adoption in Canada. That link proved very helpful because it contained a list of counsellors in each Canadian province who specialized in the area of AHR. I emailed each of those counsellors and five responded and subsequently were
interviewed for the study. I also emailed every fertility clinic listed on the site, requesting that they forward my study information to any practitioners they used for counselling.

In the end, eight individuals participated in the study. These comprised one Skype interview, four telephone interviews, one in-person interview, and two email responses. The size of the pool of possible participants was small, (I estimate thirty people). The small number influenced the number of participants I could ask as well as made potential participants concerned about confidentiality. The community is small they felt they could be easily identified. Even those participants that agreed to be interviewed expressed concerns about confidentiality I tried to limit all information that might be identifying from the data. All participants were women; although this was not intentional it is also not surprising as the majority of people in the field are women.

The Interviews

The interview questions are both open and closed and were designed to learn about the counsellor’s practice and education and then their role in session. The questions are meant to be exploratory. I believed that counsellors in there collective conversations with many, many people would have found a way to work with in their restrictions and to create a useful way to assist their clients going through the third party reproductive experience. That belief also helped shaped questions for my interviews and affected my responses with in the interviews.

When a potential participant agreed to take part in the research, the interview was arranged and scheduled. Although my preference was for in-person interviews, my budget limitations made this impossible. Because I wanted this project to be national but was unable to afford face-to-face meetings with all participants, the next best alternative was to record
telephone and Skype interviews. I designed semi-structured interviews to collect the data, and recorded the conversations.

The participants were verbally informed of the aim of the research before the interviews, and they were told that they could withdraw from the research at any point during the interview. Telephone and Skype interviewees were read an oral consent form (see Appendix 2), and those who participated via email were sent a copy of the consent contract by email. All participants were asked if they wished to be sent a copy of the research results by either postal mail or email and also whether they wished to receive either a summary or complete version of the thesis.

In the interviews, I queried the counsellors about their background and experience, their role in the sessions including gate keeping, purpose of the sessions, counselling approaches used, challenges, and ethical issues. I also asked the participants about any recommendations that they might have for Health Canada regarding counselling for third-party reproductive assistance. I questioned participants regarding whether they were employed by a clinic or in private practice, their years of experience, their education, and where their practice was located. All participants had graduate degrees in one of three areas, either master of educational psychology, master of social work, or master of counselling. Half (4) of the participants had MSW degrees. Respondents’ geographical locations were clustered where the greatest numbers of clinics are located, the population-dense areas near Toronto and Vancouver.

The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. The audio file was transferred from my telephone to my computer, both of which are password-protected. Identifying information such as names and locations were removed from the transcription, and only my advisor and I have had access to the data. Files will be stored on a data stick for seven years before being destroyed.
Analysis of Data

The research for this thesis was exploratory. It was designed to gain insight into what counsellors think about their sessions with people considering pre-treatment AHR third-party reproduction by focusing on identifiable themes from the data gained through the transcripts of interviews with those counsellors. I chose thematic analysis as the method to examine the data generated from the interviews. Components of thematic analysis are present in most forms of qualitative analysis. It is accessible, appropriate, and has been used effectively in similar research. Goedeke and Payne (2010) used thematic analysis to examine New Zealand fertility counsellors’ roles and practices in embryo donation (ED), one type of third-party reproduction. Similar to this New Zealand study on AHD, I also adopted a thematic approach to data analysis. Thematic analysis complements my research questions because it is not bound to a specific theory. My study is fairly novel and there was no cohesive theory to rely on. What guided my thinking was the belief that because people are doing this counseling they will have found a way to be effective.

Braun and Clark (2006) have clearly outlined the six phases of this popular approach. First, the researcher must familiarize herself with the accumulated data through repeated reading of the transcriptions. In the next phase, the researcher begins generating initial codes, the intent of which is to “identify a feature of the data that appears interesting to the analyst” (p. 18) who thereby is able to organize the data into meaningful groups. The third phase involves searching for themes (the codes are sorted into potential themes). Themes are reviewed and a “thematic map” of the data can be created in the fourth phase. During phase five, data analysis identifies and further refines the “story” each theme tells. The sixth and final phase is producing the report. For my analysis, I began by reading through all the interviews to gain an overview. I then
returned to each interview transcript, reading and making margin notes for the purpose of
gaining a single overall impression of each individual interview. Recognizing the need to further
focus at this point, I divided the responses according to answers to specific questions. This
manner of organization made it easier to draw out themes.
Chapter 4 - Results

My goal for this chapter is to bring forward the themes that emerged from the data. The counsellors I spoke with, especially those I interviewed were very forthcoming with their opinions and their explanations of their work. I have used pseudonyms rather than the counsellor’s names for the reason of confidentiality. At the same time, the use of names and quotes from participants humanizes the data. Some of the responses here are controversial, perhaps because participants knew their identity would be kept confidential. The data generated from the discussions was interesting and gave me much to analyze and consider. Some of what I found was anticipated, and other themes that arose were unexpected. Two broad themes arose: Roles in Session and Pressures Experienced by Counsellors.

Demographics of Participants

All eight participants in this study had counselled clients who were considering taking part in third-party reproduction. All were in private practice and one recently had retired. Six of the participants provided mandatory sessions as required by clinics before individuals could move forward with treatment. All practiced in Canada. My original aim anticipated a greater number of participants; however, for the reasons described in chapter two, recruiting participants was difficult. As a result, the participants were clustered in Ontario and British Columbia with only one from the prairie provinces, which reflects the reality that (excepting the prairie participant) the largest concentrations of both population and fertility clinics are in those provinces. All my participants were women. This was not intentional but also not surprising as the majority of the counsellors practicing in the area of my investigation are women. Reflecting the interview design, the themes below are organized according to the counsellors’ reports of what they actually do in session followed by how they feel about what they do in those sessions.
Themes

Theme I - Counselling Role

The first questions I asked respondents were about their role as counsellor to third party clients as is evident in the first emergent themes. The functions that counsellors saw themselves responsible for in their session with clients were related primarily to and influenced by AHR procedures their clients would potentially be involved in.

Specialized counselling. Participants clearly stated that they were not providing general counselling. I asked specifically about what counselling theories counsellor’s employed most and they spoke of a mixed approach. One respondent stated: “I have been working in this field for so long I am not married to one way or another”. Another said, “It is a bit mix but obviously a big part of it is psycho-educational…I draw on different modalities.” A third offered a similar response “Well I’m a bit of a mixed bag…my approach is interventions are informed by a bigger perspective which is my responsibility to follow up on.”

What followed was not an explanation of a theoretical approach rather an explanation of what they do in session:

The big thing I [the counsellor] can offer during this session is some really practical pragmatic logistical things for people to think about, that they would have no way of doing on their own. Even if they access the supports of another counsellor who is really qualified as a counsellor to deal with the emotional aspect, that person would not be qualified to deal with this part of it. (Janet)

Another counsellor also describes how she considers her work to be different than general counselling;

My colleague, a real fence sitter on that issue, will always say, “Well, our role is to be
completely neutral”. My perspective was, the patients don’t find that very helpful. That’s all right with therapy, but we’re not doing therapy with everybody who walks in here that’s wanting to know more about donor conception. They want some genuine help and advice and information and guidance (Marie).

**Education.** Education is a keyword that is repeated throughout the data in response to my question asking participants to describe their role in clinical sessions:

I have probably more than one role. . . . I would say to inform and educate, to support, and, if necessary, to have a therapeutic role and I separate that from a more clinical role. This is more about behavioral change, getting more into coping strategies. If I’m looking at just a third-party conception, I think education and preparation. I’m really more of an implications counsellor (Marie).

Janet explains this education role further:

So, I feel like what I can offer that nobody else in their life can offer; it is really pragmatic, practical, logistical things to think about and consider. Help make sure that their relationship with their surrogate goes well. Help make sure that in 15 years they don’t go back on the decisions they made when choosing an egg donor and how they made the arrangements to set them up and think like, “Oh my God, now our kid is sick and now we can’t access medical information” any of those things (Janet).

Dianne notes that she does not see her role as providing education.

I actually don’t give them a lot of information on their options, their choices. I leave that to the infertility support group because that group does a really good job of being current . . . of giving resources and things like that. I actually don’t do a lot of that (Dianne).

She adopted a different approach than the other respondents in this study, one which was
more client-centered general— that is; counselling led more by the client than by counsellor. As she was not mandated or required to play a gate keeping role, she focused more on providing general support than providing psycho-education... Her sessions focused on “being open to different ways of finding your baby.”

Gate keeping. Respondents were asked whether they thought they had a gate keeping role in the sessions. Responses were emotional and varied, and most had a lot to say. The level of emotion was high:

I find that whole concept disgusting. . . . it is morally and ethically repugnant to me that somehow the dynamic would be set up that I pass judgment on whether someone is a fit parent or not. [I’m in agreement with] the old argument that I can’t pass judgment on someone that gets drunk and knocked up one night you don’t need anyone’s permission to do that. Now whether you should or shouldn’t, that is another argument. That is irrelevant because in our society and in our value system – you know, in a democracy and from a social justice point of view you can’t legislate someone’s reproductive freedoms. And yet, of course, it happens (Ann).

Another strong response to the question about gate keeping was:

I feel very strongly that my role is not as a gatekeeper for intended parents so I am very careful not to pass judgment about whether someone would be a good parent or a bad parent or whether they are prepared to be a parent or not. I feel strongly that is not my role with intended parents (Janet).

While Janet, above, indicates that she is not a gatekeeper, she later acknowledges that she sometimes does occupy that gate keeping role. This reveals one kind of internal struggle and ambivalence that counsellors may experience:
I guess professionally I would say I do sometimes find the gate keeping role to be challenging. I work very hard at not doing that and it is not always easy. Some people on a personal level you just think are just making - you think bad choices. Sometimes it is not easy for me not to make judgments about it (Janet).

I also asked about what the clients seemed to want from the sessions and some of the responses related back to gate keeping or to the perception of gatekeeper. Perhaps because most of the sessions were mandatory, counsellors frequently described the clients as arriving somewhat confused and disgruntled. Ann states:

I don’t think I have met a single person yet who really understands why they are in to see me. More often than not, what I hear when they call me is “I have been told I have to see you – I don’t know why!” (Ann)

Janet further explains clients’ uncertain perception:

So some of them are quite resentful when they come in to me - it is an expensive process to go through third party. They have to pay through their pocket. It is not covered [by health care] and so a lot of them, they are actually a little hostile. A lot of them are very anxious because they view – they think [that] until I start talking and they see the kind of questions I ask them, they think it is going to be an assessment and I am there to decide if they should do this or not (Janet).

Ann further attempts to explain client’s misunderstanding of the counsellor’s role:

What they really hope to get before they meet me is my permission to proceed. The way it [this misunderstanding] is presented to them is not on purpose but the way they understand things is that I am the next obstacle to them getting what they need (Ann).

Ann goes on to explain how she clarifies her role to the client:
I reassure them that I am not going to tell them – I am not going to be the gatekeeper.
That is the role that we are thrust into all the time – and that is the role that we protect against. Some counsellors will [take that role because] like every person manages that requirement differently. My understanding from informal chats with other colleagues is that we do our very best to have the clients be in control – and we all understand if we are in this field how important it is that they be in charge as much as they can of their fertility choices, given that they are already very limited if they are in our office (Ann).

When Janet was asked if she had ever denied someone access to the treatment, she responded:

I have had a few situations where I had concerns about the mix between the surrogate and the intended parents. That was not about an intended parent that could not go forward or a surrogate that could not go forward; it was that you [the two parties] can’t move forward together. That has happened a few times. I don’t feel like I am gate keeping. I feel like that is specifically my role: I am not stopping someone from doing something. I am just saying it would be very dangerous for you to do this together for whatever reason. (Janet)

Janet acknowledged how it can be difficult when she is approving or evaluating pretreatment client when the purpose, at least in part, is to report back to the physician who has referred the client to her. Her responses were halting and contradictory at points. She appears to struggle with the gate keeping role. Another respondent explained how her concerns about gate keeping:

It would come to the gate keeping issue sometimes and I have to be selective about cases that I raise concerns about, about ones I put on hold. Most often I get knocked down on those so I have to be very strategic about how I approach that (Marie).
Janet explains both how she executes the gate keeping role and how she avoids it:

The letter on the other hand does have to come from me – if I say “No, this is inappropriate.” The doctors do sort of say like “Yes” or “No”, but I don’t buy into that and this is something very important that I learned from my mentor. This was invaluable for me to learn as a counsellor that doctors need to know that they [the clients] have been seen but they [the doctors] don’t care what is in the letter in terms of the language I use – [so I try to be] be as vague as possible but still give them what they needed. That was my way of handling the responsibility put on me to be the gatekeeper. So the language that I use for all of the letters I write - they are things like, “I observed no contraindication”– that sort of thing – “There appeared to be no reason to flag this case.” I am extremely lucky that I have not had a case that needed to be dealt with in a red-flag crisis sort of way. It is extremely rare that that does happen (Janet).

Diane’s sessions were not mandated and did not require a gate keeping role. This shaped her sense of counselling sessions for third-party procedures in a different way. When describing what she believed to be the purpose for the sessions, Dianne’s assessment was very relaxed and open:

I’m just trying to give them a way of redeeming some sense of control in their life. Sometimes we go the spiritual route; sometimes we don’t. Sometimes we go into the values or just the way you are starting to think about this child. Most of the time I try to encourage a lot of fluidity and also looking at what their dreams were as to how this child would come to be. It seems to me most people just get stuck on having a genetic child. . . I believe in being very fluid in finding your baby. Where is your baby going to come from? The whole thing is to regain some sense of hope, some sense of control and some
fluidity so it’s not stuck on one particular method or one particular place your baby is going to come from (Dianne).

Dianne’s approach was relaxed and supportive without needing to play a gate keeping role. She, therefore, did not describe struggling with this as the other respondents did. Taken together, the participants were not comfortable with their gate keeping role.

**Addressing Implication of AHR.** Some of the counsellors described exploring the implications of third person reproduction as a central focus in the counselling session. One respondent said her counselling role involved: “Informing and protecting the client from possible implications that they may not have otherwise been prepared for” (Norma). In conversation with other counsellors about their role, they explained that they help clients to see a “bigger picture”, including the future implications of their choice to proceed with treatment. Ann explains this:

> We all care deeply about our clients and how we can give them the best service but really, what we are doing is we are cutting to the heart of existential meaning about what it means to be a human being, what goes into family, and how do you define family. We are into the biggest possible questions there are in two sentences, you open up and two minutes later, you are having the biggest possible conversation you can have (Ann).

These conversations pull in discussion about the potential children who will result from these procedures and about how these children will grow up and have questions:

> Look at the big picture. Look at the societal issues. How are you going to help somebody that shows up twenty years later and says, “Why didn’t you help my parents deal with these issues better?” I have had that happen (Marie).

The respondents spoke about needing to explore the importance of the impact on the intended child: “They have to think beyond [that] they are bringing a life so you have to think about how
you are going to deal with it. It is not just a procedure” (Claire). Another respondent similarly said, “The child is a life-long experience. There are all sorts of family relationships that come into it. Even with sperm donation, too. There are unspoken concerns that the couple might have that needed to be discussed” (Nancy).

Most counsellors saw their role as including raising issues about donors and about disclosure:

- It was facilitating discussions, exploring ramifications of what was happening,
- consequences of what was happening that they had never thought about but were going to have to deal with. For instance, if a sister was donating an egg, and that baby is born, how do they deal with the developing attitude of the sister? (Nancy)

Use a social work reference). In the context of this research, questions about disclosure arose about whether the intended parents planned to tell their child that they were created with the use of a donor egg or sperm or with the help of a surrogate mother. The respondents were consistent in their approach that parents should disclose to their children Anne states:

- More and more of the counsellors are taking this on – not just me – we are all taking on a role, donor conceived children. The history of how this evolved . . . we have this first generation of donor- conceived children who have now grown up, and they are now able to tell us how much we have messed up in the earlier attempts. At clinics, people are now running into problems twenty years after the process because they [the parents] didn’t disclose, and now their son or daughter, now they are about to get blown out of the water because they [the parents] have to disclose (Ann).

The strength and clarity in Claire’s response reflects her years of working in this field, understanding of her clients and comfort in leading their clients through the sessions:

- They [clients] have struggles of how to deal with disclosure, ongoing contact and those
types of things. It is really a chance to address those and give those in terms of if they are doing late disclosures versus early disclosures what I talk about sort of in terms of helping them make that decision. . . . Most people are very nervous about how to handle that and haven’t given it thought or they don’t understand what it involves. Usually they are thinking just what is best for the child – but are being guided by their own fears, like “I’m not the mother,” “I’m not the father,” that sort of stuff. (Claire)

Claire is also talking about broadening the perspective of the client, encouraging him/her to think beyond the immediate goal of pregnancy to what possibly unforeseen issues may result from the procedure- and to what the intended child might require in the future.

**Mandated sessions.** All respondents, though clear in articulating the challenges in their work, seemed genuinely to have enjoyed the pre-treatment counselling role in these sessions and believed them to have been useful to their clients. The respondent cited below speaks about the importance of mandated sessions. I initially was unsure regarding how to code this clearly powerful statement. My current interpretation of it is that the respondent was frustrated that her clients had not been properly educated in preparation for both the procedure and the emotional consequences of having a child who is not genetically related to them:

Last month I had an experience where a couple had first went to do an egg donor cycle and recently they did an egg donor and a sperm donor [cycle] and it is a nightmare because he [the intended father] is saying, “These are not my babies. I was coerced by the clinic.” This is why it [mandated counselling sessions] should happen. This is why it needs to be a mandatory thing. They spoke to no one and now she [the intended mother] is pregnant and the relationship is in dire straits. None of this was addressed prior to any of the [treatment] cycles in the States (Claire).
The counsellors believe it is helpful to their clients to educate and inform them about the procedure and its significant consequences (physically, emotionally), and for the intended child. The following response acknowledges the difficulties of the work but also its richness:

The dilemmas are always challenging but one thing that I really love doing the mandated visits. The mandated visits are wonderful. So we are talking about the dilemmas and the challenges, but I love it because it is a fascinating process to sit with clients and throw these existential challenges to them and see them work it through and generally speaking, the clientele that we see are extremely resourceful, very articulate. They have put a lot of thought into this already and, in my experience, I have seen far more open-minded people than closed-minded people.

**Theme II. - Pressures and Challenges**

I asked the counsellors to describe any specific difficulties they found in their role. All interviewees clearly experienced a variety of challenges. It was clear that these counsellors dealt with clients grappling with a lot of external pressures. I anticipated some of the pressures, and others that arose were unexpected. The participants were emotional and descriptive as you will see in the quotes used. The participants used strong language to make their points, especially when speaking about some of the structural issues apparent in their work.

**Grief.** Helping clients deal with their pain and grief was cited by several of the participants as an area of difficulty. Olivia identified grief as a challenge for her: “The knowledge that some of my clients will likely not realize their dream of conceiving, and the raw grief inherent in that realization.” Nancy also acknowledged this: “The loss and grief is very emotionally draining. I feel touched by it too, the tremendous sadness and loss”. Janet also addressed how much pain and grief her clients have experienced:
Not everybody’s story is bad but there are some people’s that like you can’t even believe what they have been through. It [doesn’t seem] possible that one couple could have been through all of this and that is always really sad and heartbreaking (Janet).

Because of their ongoing involvement in this work, sometimes over many years, most of the counsellors had a realistic and accurate idea about the situations their clients face and the difficulties that surround third-party procedures in particular. Despite this experience, one particularly difficult challenge identified was with regard to surrogacy:

I feel like I have to be really careful about surrogates – with who I say no to, when without them someone may not be able to have the baby –I take that very seriously and there are some days that part of it is hard” (Janet).

**Legislative Impact.** The respondents expressed significant concern about the lack of legislation governing and their work. This lack of legislation they describe as creating frustration and a lack of clarity in their counselling roles.

Sometimes the desperation, dealing with the desperation involved . . . the frustration when it comes to surrogacy, that’s a real problem. That’s really frustrating because of the lack of surrogates and the lack of the law. It’s like the Wild West there. We don’t know what is really legal and what isn’t, and if we do something is it going to be legal and can it be deemed non-legal later on? It’s just a scary area because there is nothing really established, firmly established . . . even how to find a surrogate. You can’t advertise, necessarily. That’s a frustration (Dianne).

The frustration resulting from a lack of guidance is echoed by Ann:
This [field] is a dog’s breakfast of legislative nightmares – federal and provincial “hot potatoes” that no one wants to take on, literally. We are not wrong when we go looking for guidance and there isn’t any. The Supreme Court didn’t want to rule on it. (Ann)

**Medicine and Business.** While I did not enquire directly about the business aspect of third-party reproduction, the phrase “big business” came up in several responses A feeling of powerlessness emerged in relation to an industry which had grown too big from which to protect their clients or exert any influence over: According to Ann: “When they get to me, they are already really a part of a big giant machine that they have no control over (Ann).” Similarly Marie responds: “Commercial interests have prevailed and it is now business. I feel very sorry for patients because they have no real protection. They don’t know one clinic from another”.

This latter respondent implies that clients are not necessarily getting the best or sometimes even adequate counselling, because sometimes any or all of the counsellors, doctors and clients involved can be disproportionately motivated by money over professional ethics:

It’s a business. It’s become a huge business. This is a multi-million-dollar business in Canada. In the [United] States it’s a forty-billion-dollar business. You can do anything as long as you write a big enough cheque. Nobody will care whether it’s applicable or appropriate. So in Canada, sadly, we’re going there too. When I started out, most of the clinics were in hospitals, but that changed as provinces stopped funding fertility treatment. So that’s where private medicine really started to grow. (Marie)

The business aspect produced a conflict between Ann’s ability to meet her personal and professional ethics and to satisfy the need of the doctor to procure patients:

Depending on the clinic where you work, they [the doctors] can be very aggressive in terms of pressuring their counsellors. Just make sure you get your numbers up, which I
don’t feel is ethical at all. Or it can be unspoken pressure – if you keep doing
[implications counselling] with people …then you’ve got patients that keep bailing.

Then I don’t think the doctors are going to keep you on as an employee. Really, you are
just a hoop that they need to jump through to start the treatment (Ann).

In addition to working within a business model, the counsellors are also working within a
medical system. This exerts challenges and pressures as well. One counsellor speaks about this
by comparing it to working within other systems:

Because people are coming into a hospital for a health-related thing, they are not
accustomed to saying “no.” That’s not where you go and get turned away. Whereas if you
go for adoption, it’s a community-based service where there are all kinds of checks and
balances in place. Indeed, you may not be approved for fostering or adoption (Marie).

In one interview, I asked a follow-up question when the respondent was speaking about the
attitude of doctors. I asked her why she believed that some doctors were negative about pre-
treatment counselling. Marie’s response also indicates the influence of the business aspect of the
fertility clinics:

One, they [the doctors] see it as a frill that they don’t really need to offer. There was the
expense of counselling. A session of counselling costs about as much as a shot of
medication. For the patient, it’s extra financial strain, some of them probably see it as
slowing the process down. I don’t think they understand what counselling can do so they
don’t see the value of it and they don’t buy into it. They think everything ought to be
handled by their nurses. Nurses are in over their head pretty quickly on some issues. They
[doctors] may also be concerned that counsellors are going to raise a lot of issues, either
in their practice or in the patient, that they won’t know what to do with or will call into
question the way they are treating the patient. . . . maybe some less than ethical practices (Marie).

This general lack of respect for the field of counselling by clinic doctors is made clear in Ann’s comment:

The doctors need to “cover their asses” legally and they do that by sending them to us. All they want is to have the letter in their file. My experience is that doctors of course care about their patients but they don’t actually care about the psychological processes (Ann).

Dianne appeared to be more removed from the business and medical aspects of “the industry” compared to other respondents as she was not offering mandated sessions or work for a doctor. She spoke about the “false hope” offered through medical procedures:

There’s so much money and so much energy that’s being spent on trying to conceive. I think that there needs to be more of an awareness raising on the success rate and the failure rate of those medical interventions because they are pretty high. I think people are not being told honestly. I wish there was a more public awareness (Dianne).

**Limited Time.** Ann speaks about the pressures of time: “There is also a pressure created by time, or the lack of it. Most clients have only one session with a counsellor before deciding whether or not to proceed with treatment.” Different counsellors offer different information and services but one shared variable is limited time. Ann further describes this pressure: “So counsellors have to walk a very fine line between making sure that clients understand the full measure of what they are dealing with and the reality that you have a service to deliver. You have one session to do it in (Ann).”
Summary

There was a high rate of consistency across the responses of the survey participants, particularly with regard to how they viewed their counselling roles. It was clear that most saw their role to be one of education and of helping to broaden the clients’ perspectives, and also of exploring issues they may not have considered such as disclosure of medical information to their potential children in the future. The counsellors clearly asserted that they believed they provided a specialized rather than a general type of counselling. However, while some unarguably declared that they were not gatekeepers, others were ambivalent about and struggled with this issue. All the participants described feeling some form of pressure in their work that involved meeting their clients’ needs while also working within both a medical system and the growing fertility business. Dianne, offered responses that were often different from those of the other respondents her sessions were not mandated. A further compounding pressure cited was counsellors’ efforts to work with their clients in accordance with the ethics of their profession.
Chapter Five - Discussion

The goal of this chapter is to create meaning from the research interviews and literature. My research was driven by the desire to see what was “in the black box.” I was unable to clearly imagine what occurred in mandated sessions that counsellors were having with prospective third-party patients because the topic area seemed highly complex and potentially “messy.” There appeared to be such a great deal going on and at stake, considering the needs of all involved and the ethical issues that could be provoked. I wanted access to a world I have since learned is small, and secretive, protected in part by the shame that surrounds procedures for creating children in ways western culture is not yet entirely accustomed. I could not find what I was seeking within the available literature but through the research I have done for this thesis, I now have a glimpse. The counsellors I interviewed regularly participate in situations which many lawmakers in this country are unwilling to enter – the world of third-party reproduction. My research led me to conclude that the therapists were able to effectively support their clients. They genuinely wished to provide a helpful service but felt a variety of challenging pressures from the clients themselves, from the doctors who referred clients to them, and the system within which they work. Despite these pressures, however, they did believe they were capably providing useful counselling to those who came to them seeking help.

Themes

The themes fell in to two broad areas: the Counsellor’s Role in the sessions and the Pressures and Challenges within the work. These broad themes were expected and easily identified as that is what my interview questions asked about. Some of the subthemes contained within each theme were surprising to me. The emotion that arose for participants when discussing both their role and the pressures they feel was intense at points and their lack of
transparency with their client about their role and purpose was unexpected to me as well.

**Theme 1 - Counsellors’ Roles**

When I asked respondents what they did in session, they tended to answer by first telling me what they did not do. In other words, their answers describing actual content of the conversations tended to be prefaced by descriptions of topics *not* addressed. As evidenced by their words, these respondents are not providing general counselling. Client-centered counselling tends to be led by the client, who brings forward what he/she wants to talk about. However, the counsellors’ role in third party reproductive counselling is often directive as it involves both gathering information and providing information. Further, counsellors were faced with time limitations that in some situation might be urgent. They needed the client to understand well a range of factors and aspects involved in the reproductive procedures they were considering as well as things like disclosure, some of which might not yet have occurred to the client. The sessions would not have been completely confidential because some information from the session would be shared with the doctor involved.

**Specialized Counselling.** Participants were clear when I asked what their role was in these sessions. They saw themselves in a specialized role. They spoke of their experience and knowledge about the issues their clients face. As well, they described their role as being somewhat directive. They have some knowledge to impart and a short amount of time to give it. The counsellors were asked directly about what counselling approaches they used and their answers mentioned (a) variety of approaches. Those mentioned included CBT and mindfulness, grief/loss attachment, psycho-educational and feminist therapeutic approach. However they spent almost no time going into further description and several described using a mixed bag approach. They described instead a specialized role which the following themes further outline.
**Education.** Education was a focus of the counsellors. Education ensured that those receiving the counselling, the potential patients of the doctors who referred them to counselling, clearly understood the medical procedures that they may be consenting to consistently occupied a significant amount of the discussion time. Though not explicitly stated by respondents, the intention was to ensure that clients’ consent was informed consent. Further, in addition to the ethical aspect of client education, informed consent limits the doctor’s liability if something were to go wrong.

**Gate keeping.** Prior to the interviews, I had assumed that gate keeping would be declared as one of the roles of the counsellors. From across the spectrum of conversations with participants, the discussion about gate keeping provoked greatest emotional intensity. The answers were stronger and longer, and at times participants contradicted themselves. This may indicate an area where counsellors experience some inner conflict, indecision and perhaps feel some tension in their role.

This tension in the counselling role can be found in the literature. Haase and Blyth (2006) explored the debate about whether pre-treatment counselling should have an assessment role:

One of the most debated issues among counsellors themselves is whether infertility counseling should include an assessment component to evaluate the suitability of individuals for assisted conception services, and if such an assessment essentially places the counselor in the role of ‘gatekeeper’. Opponents of the assessment role claim that it can undermine the therapeutic relationship with clients; create tensions; inhibit open discussion; focus on personal deficits rather than strengths; and reinforce the impression that the counselor’s role is to screen them for their suitability as parents. (p. 552)
The respondent’s high level of emotional response does flag this as an important area for focus in future research because it may indicate something that needs to be resolved. I think the lack of clarity in the role is what needs to be resolved, both the counsellors leading the sessions and the clients coming to the sessions should have a clear understanding of the sessions purpose. As the sessions are endorsed by doctors, and were at one point legally required, suggests that mandated counselling may both ensure informed consent for legal purposes and be used as a means for screening. There is a lack of clarity concerning the role of gate keeping in the relationship that counsellors have with clients. This is likely the reason for the tension and contradiction in their responses when asked about it.

Emphasizing the importance of transparency in the counselling relationship Goedeke and Payne (2010) observe, “if the counselor’s role does involve gate keeping, then this needs to be clearly communicated to the clients at the outset (p. 552)”. Some participants did report that they their clients seemed suspicious and uncertain of their (the counsellors’) role. It did seem that although the counsellors were ambivalent about gate keeping they knew they had this was part of their role. They seemed to suggest they rarely had to say that someone was not suitable to proceed with their wishes and this was a relief. If the role counsellor’s played was communicated more clearly to their clients they may have been less distrustful. A greater level of transparency may have eased both the concerns of the counsellors and the fears of their clients.

**Addressing implications.** The counsellors described this in several different ways. They saw a need to “pan back” and show clients a wider view of the implications of their decision. They wanted to move clients beyond focusing on just the baby and the procedure, to what the success or failure of the procedure might mean. They talked about counselling which explored the broad implications of potential procedure and also where various outcomes may take them in
the future. This expansion of clients perspective to me makes sense, the need to broaden their thought beyond their current focus of wanting this child and all the tasks that are involved in third party procedures, to look at if the child is born what their needs will be.

Respondents also discussed the question of how the intended parents might wish or intend to deal with letting their potential child know their genetic history. Respondents described helping to broaden the client’s awareness of the implications surrounding the issue of disclosure. This was a dominant theme regarding descriptions of the respondents counselling work. Further, they described clients being solely focused on the desire for a child and that they felt it was their role to have the client think beyond that. In broader terms, the counselling role takes into consideration both the needs of the individual as well as those of the intended child. There was often certainty in the responses of the counsellors which indicates they are confident and comfortable in this part of their role.

**Mandated sessions.** This study centers on the mandated pretreatment counselling sessions for those considering third-party reproduction. This research indicates that the counsellor’s relationship to these sessions is complicated and at times even contradictory; it is perhaps this contradiction that created some of the emotions in people when they expressed what they loved about their work. The counsellors I interviewed saw the mandated sessions as valuable despite being pressured for time and frustrated by the system in which they operate. They expressed deep compassion for their clients and passion for their work, describing it as necessary for clients negotiating the complex AHR system in this country.

**Pressures and Challenge**

Counsellors reported that their work was personally challenging as well as useful for their clients. They cited examples of people who had travelled out of country for third-party
procedures without a counselling component, and how that lack of forethought or assistance had negatively impacted the client. They acknowledged both challenges and difficulties, but two respondents said they “love” the work. Their passion when they spoke about their work was present and was an indicator of the importance of giving clients a safe forum to work through their issues. The pressures that affect counsellors and their clients naturally impact their session together. The respondents referred to stresses regarding the client’s grief, the lack of legislation, and their ambivalence about gate keeping. This reveals the importance of establishing legislation in Canada, in particular around the issue of mandated sessions, and establishing greater clarity on the issue of gate keeping within counselling session.

**Grief.** While this theme is not exclusive to third-party AHR it is nonetheless, one of tremendous significance to the counsellors. Counsellors were clearly moved by their work with their clients. Some of them had undergone personal experience with infertility and this may have contributed to their connection and identification with their clients’ situations.

**Legislative impact.** Canadians interested in using AHR services at this time have a difficult system to negotiate. The lack of legislative structure and the policy vacuum that was created by the Quebec Supreme Court challenge to the federal *Assisted Human Reproduction Act* resulted in closing the national agency that was designed to oversee the AHR process. There are few laws or policies to give direction to Canadians interested in seeking out these services. Another review is needed, perhaps not as large in scope as the Royal Commission, but a review of the current situation with the purpose of making recommendations for legislators on how to best fill in the holes left by the Quebec challenge. Counsellors expressed concerns regarding clients’ uncertainty about how to access surrogates and the legal status and implications of that process.
**Medicine and Business.** The de-insuring of fertility treatment opened the door to the creation of fertility clinics in Canada. Currently there are more than thirty clinics operating in the country it is a profit industry that continues to grow. The theme of “big business” was cited in several of the interviews. The respondents were concerned about the ethics of the big business agenda. The counsellors who participated in this research appeared to feel powerless about the big business direction of the fertility field. Their insights and experience carried little impact when up against the big business of fertility. The demands of the fertility clinics and doctors seemed powerful relative to the needs of the client or the counsellor’s ability to advocate for the client. Both the counsellor and the patient are dependent on the doctor, the counsellor for referrals and the client for the fertility treatments that they hope the doctor will provide for them. The respondents’ personal values and ethics were being challenged within the fertility business. This business got in the way of their ability to work with clients in the way they would like to. The respondents were critical of working for the big business of fertility and viewed their clients as vulnerable within this system. Respondents saw their clients as having too little choice or control.

**Limited Time.** An inadequate amount of time counsellors have with their client is an area that I anticipated might be an issue because of how much information they are required to impart to their clients. It is my experience when a service is mandated, clients are more difficult to engage because they are put in a situation in which they may not want to be a part or don’t understand the value in. Mandated services tend to be for a specified amount of time (for example one or two sessions) which leaves little time or willingness, from the client’s perspective, to form a therapeutic relationship. Some participants indicated they were pressured for time in their sessions with mandated pre-treatment clients.
Strengths and Limitations

Finances and time imposed limitations on my research in that I could not afford the travel costs for meeting all interviewees in person, nor did I have the travel time that would have been needed. The study would be strengthened by the inclusion of data from more research participants. The email survey that was returned by two of the eight respondents yielded very short and less useful responses than those interviewed with the same questions.

There were benefits in the direct oral conversations with counsellors that I had not considered previous to undertaking the interviews. While all the respondents I interviewed had some level of experience with third-party reproduction clients, several of them had invested their entire career in the field of reproductive counselling. Those respondents had experienced the opportunity not only to work with many clients, but also to see the whole general area of AHR evolve. Their insights in the field of AHR were valuable to my research.

Although the number of participants was fewer than I had originally wanted, their extensive experience coupled with strong commitment to their clients and to this area, yielded rich responses. If I were to continue to conduct further research in this area I would explore the format of a typical session. While I now have a good idea of what counsellors believe is important in their sessions and how they feel about their work, I would like to learn more about how they perform in these sessions. To observe recorded sessions or to observe sessions would be helpful to understand exactly how they perform the roles they told me about in interview.

The next logical step for study in this area would be to research whether and/or to what extent the sessions were useful to those receiving the service. Do prospective AHR third-party patients find the pre-treatment sessions helpful? Do counselling sessions ease their anxiety in going forward or influence the way they think about factors such as disclosure? The results of
such a study could influence doctors who perhaps are unsure about the need for counselling sessions, as well as politicians who might be in the process of drafting associated legislation.

Currently only Quebec has a comprehensive law in the area of AHR, but I would like to see others provinces follow this direction. If provinces decide to fill this legal vacuum, one component they may consider legislating is mandatory counselling. Research such as this study could help guide that process and state clearly the purpose of mandatory sessions.

Very likely, Canadians born as a result of these third-party reproductive treatments will eventually seek an explanation of their origins. Indeed, one of the counsellors I interviewed spoke about children conceived through third-party procedures having returned to clinics and asked such questions. The experiences of those individuals born as a result of AHR procedures and their opinion as to what pre-treatment counselling should address would be a fascinating and valuable area for further exploration.

CONCLUSION

Canada’s previous laws and institutions were set up to serve heterosexual nuclear families that attained children though sexual intercourse and adoption. Assisted Human Reproduction allows reproduction to occur in a way that may have previously been unimaginable. This technology has potentially revolutionized our understanding of reproduction and what a family is. The development of AHR has occurred alongside, rising divorce rates and reconstituted families, increased single parenthood by choice, and a growth in LGBTQ rights. Together these phenomena influence a change in how we see families.

This thesis examined Canada’s attempts to react and manage this technology. The legislative attempt to adapt to these changes our federal law was fractured by Quebec’s legal challenge leaving Canadians in a situation one interviewee describes as “a dog’s breakfast of
legislative nightmares.” Currently in Canada AHR is expensive, challenging for users to access and confusion about what is legal and what is not. This lack of clarity in the legislation affects Canadians seeking out AHR interventions involving a third party the most. There is not a clear message as to how to access surrogates, egg and sperm donors. This is further complicated by the legal constraints within Canada for attaining these precious goods. Access beyond our borders allows Canadians to pay for the egg and sperm donors and surrogates needed for third party reproduction from other countries. Increased clarity in this field is of pressing concern for all the principal participants: prospective parents, donors, counsellors, doctors, and nurses. Counselling will benefit from this greater clarity.

The counsellors who participated in this study generously shared with me their experiences gained from many years of working with prospective third-party patients and showed me the path that I had hoped was there. Counsellors see themselves in a unique and valuable role where they help orientate their clients to a complex system. Counsellors did experience the pressure of being a part of the commerce and the emotionless medical process but found a way to address the education of this potentially vulnerable population of people that are seeking it out a medical solution to their desire to have a child. Counsellors revealed that sessions are not so much about preparing clients emotionally, but educating them about the difficult terrain of the Canadian AHR system. The counsellor’s in this research educate clients about “the bigger picture” stemming from their choice to conceive using third-party reproductive procedures. The counsellors face pressures and challenges that are created by the lack of legislation in Canada, as well as the big business context of their work that leaves them feeling like their clients lack protection and that they themselves lack in influence. They taught me that despite the social, legal, and physical complexities that arise for people considering third party
reproduction in this country they see themselves having a helpful role in their sessions with those seeking third party reproduction.
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Appendix 1

Interview Protocol

Background and experience

- What is your educational background?
- Do you work in private practice or for a clinic?
- How long have you been involved in counselling?
  - Infertility counselling?
- What percentage of your practice does 3rd party pre-treatment counselling comprise?
  - How many sessions do you typically have with each client?

Role in session

- What goals do you typically set for clients in these sessions?
- What do you see as your role in these sessions?
- What counselling approaches do you typically use? (family systems, loss/grief models)
- What do you find challenging in these sessions?
- Is the fact that these sessions are mandated change the way you approach them?
- Do you feel that you have a gate keeping role in these sessions?
  - Have you ever recommended that someone not be involved in a 3rd party reproductive procedure?

Recommendations

- How do you feel about your work in this area?
- Drawing from your own experience what advice would you give to other therapists working in this field?
- What recommendations (if any) would you give Health Canada in regards to their requirements for these sessions?
Appendex 2

Consent to Participate in Phone Interview

Introduction
I invite you to take part in a research study being conducted by myself, Adelle Teneycke, a graduate student at Dalhousie University, as part of my thesis. Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw from the study at any time. The study is described below. This description tells you about the risks, inconvenience, or discomfort which you might experience. Participating in the study might not benefit you, but I might learn things that will benefit others. Please discuss any questions you have about this study with Adelle Teneycke who can be reached by phone at (306) 651-6075 or by e-mail ad972936@dal.ca.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to gather information about how counselors view their mandated work with patients of third party reproduction.

Study Design
Adelle Teneycke is the only researcher involved in this study so will be involved in every aspect of the study’s execution and the data analysis.

Who can participate in the Study?
You may participate in this study if you are a professional counsellor employed by a Canadian fertility clinic or working in private practice with patients of reproductive medicine.

What you will be asked to do
The interviews for this study will be by telephone or in person. Each participant will be interviewed once and each interview will be between 30 and 40 minutes and will be audio taped.

Possible Risks and Discomforts
The risks related to your participation are minimal.

Possible Benefits
Though there are few benefits to you personally, it is hoped that this research will create a picture of what methods of intervention are being used, how clinicians see their role in their session with mandated pretreatment participants in third party reproduction. Knowing the strengths and deficiencies of the existing supports could lead to more appropriate national standard for Canadian fertility clinics being proposed. My greatest hope for the research is that it will lead to further research which, would improve the way counselors dealing with these clients would work with them.
Confidentiality & Anonymity

The paper data gained from this research will be kept in a locked file and the data on my computer will be protected by a password. Participants will be offered a copy of the research when it is completed as well as given a copy of their interview notes. Interview respondents will be anonymized.

Questions

If you have any questions about this research or the results of this research please contact Adelle Teneycke at (902) 542-1743 or by e-mail at at972936@dal.ca.

Summary

Counselling can assist with the complex choices that individuals who choose third party reproduction must make. Counselling is a legal requirement in Canada but there is currently no standards with respect to its use. How therapists address this complex issue that is fraught with ethical dilemmas and is where my interest lies. Counsellors in this field have experience and may be using a model or several models that support this population. I want to ask Canadian fertility counsellors what they see as the purpose of these sessions and how they carry out this role. Knowing what counsellors see as their role when working with potential patients of third party reproduction could lead to clearer guidelines for these counsellors. My greatest hope for this research is that it can inform practice and help in the creation of recommendations for standards in these mandated sessions.

Problems or Concerns

If you have any difficulties with, or wish to voice concern about, any aspect of your participation in this study, you may contact my advisor Dr. Catrina Brown Associate Professor at Dalhousie University by e-mail catrina.brown@dal.ca.